Clearing The Air In Your Home
(NAPSA)—How clean is your
castle? The answer may surprise
you. But, three-quarters of the
average home is made up of soft
surfaces such as couches, curtains
and pillows. According to a recent
survey, many Americans only
wash those surfaces once a year or
not at all. So while many people
may expect their house to smell
fresh, they’re only cleaning a
shocking 25 percent of their home.
In other words, although the
“white glove test” has come to represent the ultimate clean, it’s an
indicator that may only work one
quarter of the time. In terms of
total home freshness, while the
eyes don’t lie, the nose knows.
While spring is the time of year
most synonymous with a clean
start, it’s fall and winter, “closed
window seasons,” when we lose
the circulation and freshness open
windows provide, which makes
cleaning a real priority.
According to Dr. Craig Warren,
Visiting Scholar at University of
California San Diego’s Chemosensory Perception Laboratory, when
tackling your cleaning regimen,
the challenge is to expand your
definition of clean—beyond your
eyes to your nose.
“While surface dirt and dust
obviously need to be eliminated,
simply cleaning hard surfaces
doesn’t make your home smell
fresh when odors are constantly
being introduced into the soft surfaces of your home,” said Dr. Warren. “Scents are cyclical in nature.
The more fully you live your life—
with pets, kids, an open door for
friends and family, with dinners
and parties—the more scents are
introduced and reintroduced into
the home.”
Dr. Warren says homeowners
should not simply mask odors. He
recommends using a product with
odor-eliminating technology—such
as Febreze, which eliminates odors
and leaves a clean, fresh scent—for

(NAPSA)—The National Comprehensive Cancer Network and
the American Cancer Society
have released Ovarian Cancer
Treatment
Guidelines
for
Patients, the latest in a series of
informative booklets about cancer. The NCCN Treatment Guidelines for Patients are companion
pieces to the NCCN Clinical Practice Guidelines in Oncology used
by physicians making treatment
decisions. The guidelines provide
the most up-to-date information
about treatment options and are
written in easy-to-understand
language. These booklets help to
facilitate communication between
the patient and physician and
provide basic information on different types of cancers, their
causes, various treatment
options, and a glossary of terms.
To order a free copy of any of the
NCCN patient guidelines, visit
www.nccn.org or call toll-free: 1888-909-NCCN.
Just 52 percent of Americans
use their ovens daily, International Housewares Association
reports. Instead, people use small
specialty appliances, such as hotdog cookers, electric salad dressing mixers, crock pots and toaster

The Boy Next Door
(NAPSA)—Can a single gossip
columnist—bored by her job, not
to mention her life in general—
find romance in the age of e-mail?
That’s the coy conundrum posed
by best-selling author Meggin
Cabot in The Boy
Next Door (Avon
Books, $13.95).
Cabot, creator of
the widely acclaimed
The Princess Diaries, uses her new
Meggin Cabot book—her contemporary romantic
debut—to pry into the secret
cyber-life of Melissa Fuller, who is
drawn from her cloistered world of
computer exchanges and celebrity
trash by the arrival of photographer Max Friedlander.

How Clean Is Your Home? Not
cleaning soft surfaces (such as
pillows or curtains) allows them to
capture odors that keep your
house from smelling fresh.
your home’s soft surfaces.
To keep your home smelling as
fresh as it is clean, and to learn
more facts about how scents affect
you and the people in your home,
the cleaning experts at Febreze,
along with Dr. Warren, have developed a comprehensive brochure
with tips and solutions to common
problems with home freshness. For
a free copy, send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to Febreze
Brochure Offer, P.O. Box 8797,
St. Louis, MO 63101-8797. For
additional information, visit
www.febreze.com or www.home
madesimple.com.

In Max, “Mel” believes she has
found the kind of love she has only
written about, but a mysterious
message from a Victoria’s Secret
supermodel may manage to put
the kibosh on the love of a lifetime.
The Boy Next Door is written
entirely in a series of e-mail
exchanges, and follows the everchanging saga of a single New
Yorker, who somehow manages to
find love on the other side of the
apartment wall. It is available
wherever books are sold.

Holiday Heartburn or GERD?
(NAPSA)—It seems to happen
every year...you eat just a bit too
much of the turkey, enjoy that extra
piece of pumpkin pie, or indulge in
a second portion of yams. Hours
later, the heartburn sets in.
As you reach for your usual overthe-counter remedy, however, the
International Foundation for Functional Gastrointestinal Disorders
(IFFGD) wants you to take stock of
your symptoms. Chronic heartburn
can often be a symptom of something far more serious—GERD.
Gastroesophageal reflux disease,
or GERD, affects an estimated five
to seven percent or more of the
global population—men, women,
and children. GERD occurs when
acidic contents flow back into the
esophagus from the stomach causing reflux. Although common,
GERD often is unrecognized—its
symptoms misunderstood. This is
unfortunate because GERD is generally a treatable disease. Serious
complications can result if it is not
treated properly.
All too often, GERD is either
self-treated or mistreated. That’s
why Thanksgiving week (November 24-30) marks the International
Foundation for Functional Gastrointestinal Disorder ’s Annual
GERD Awareness Week.
“GERD is a chronic disease.
IFFGD continues to work hard to
get the message out that it is
treatable and can be controlled.
But that can only happen if we
spread the word on what this disease is and how to recognize the
symptoms,” said IFFGD President
Nancy Norton.
Simple heartburn is common.
But heartburn that occurs more
frequently than once a week,
becomes more severe at night or
wakes a person from sleep, may
be a sign of a more serious condition, like GERD, and consultation
with a physician is advised. Even

Holiday time or any time, it’s
wise to be aware of the dangers
of GERD.
occasional heartburn—if it has
occurred for a period of five years
or more, or is associated with difficulty in swallowing—may signal a
more serious condition.
According to IFFGD, only a
physician can make a diagnosis
and provide treatment for GERD.
Over-the-counter preparations
provide only temporary symptom
relief. They do not prevent recurrence of symptoms or allow an
injured esophagus to heal.
“This disease is often manageable once a patient realizes the
need to get medical treatment and
understands the difference between
heartburn and GERD symptoms,”
Norton added. “Effective treatment
for GERD will bring the symptoms
under control so that you can feel
better and can carry on a normal
life.”
A physician’s care for GERD
will also heal the esophagus of
inflammation or injury and will
manage or prevent serious medical complications. Treatment
options include lifestyle modifications, medications, surgery, or a
combination of methods.
For more information, visit
www.IFFGD.org or call IFFGD at
1-888-964-2001.

Check Out
These Web Sites:
Most gnats lay their eggs on
water, where they float for several
days before hatching.

ovens. For safety’s sake as well as
convenience, the electrical cords
from these appliances can be
guided up from the countertop
and along the backsplash or wall
to electrical outlets with 3M selfadhesive cord clips. The cord clips
come in small, medium and large
to accommodate single or multiple, ordinary or heavy-duty electrical cords. Like the other products, they adhere to most flat
surfaces. For more information on
decorating with 3M mounting
products, call 800-577-8778, ext.
70 for a new, free brochure, For
the Times of Your Life, or visit
www.commandadhesive.com.

The geoduck is a huge, edible
clam that may weigh as much as
six pounds.
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The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals at
www.aspca.org.
Liberty Mutual at www.libertymutualinsurance.com.
SADD, Inc. at www.saddonline.com.
The Girls of Many Lands doll collection at www.americangirl.com.
Breathe Right snore relief at www.breatheright.com.
Godiva’s Gift Selector Service at www.Godiva.com/giftfinder.
Birds Eye® at www.birdseye.com.
Thomas E. Wilson pork tenderloins and hams at
www.thomasewilson.com.
Clausthaler at www.clausthalerusa.com.
The National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute and the National Center on Sleep Disorders Research Sleep Well. Do Well. Star Sleeper
Campaign at http://starsleep.nhlbi.nih.gov.
The Garfield Web site at www.garfield.com.
The National Library of Medicine MEDLINEplus Web site in Spanish
at www.medlineplus.gov/esp.
The “Healing Yoga” video at www.collagevideo.com/hy.
The American Society for Dermatologic Surgery at www.aboutskin
surgery.org.
The National Certification Board for Therapeutic Massage & Bodywork at www.ncbtmb.com.
ProFresh Oral Rinse at www.profresh.com.

